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Brushwood
brings bizarre
mag,c to campus
elps exonerate inlJ1"ate
cence and pushed to "have the
DNA evidence analyzed but was
rejected again because the slide
was stained. In the mid-1990s
Harrison was told the evidence
was destroyed.
The slide was recently sent to
Forensic Science Associates in
California where it was analyzed.
"Even after 17years the slide of-
fered a perfect DNA fingerprint.
I've never seen such a thing from
an old rape kit that was handled
so much."
The Georgia Innocence Project
announced that lawyers will ask
examine the 'Harrison case and
will have a teleconference with a
Court 1V anchorperson over the
Peterson trial.>;
Hamplkian will continue to
work with the Georgia Innocence
Project and other, Innocence
Projects across the nation, 'includ-
ing the Idaho Innocence Project.
Hamplkian became involved
with the Georgia Innocence
. Project when he was writing a
book about Calvin Johnson, the
first Georgia inmate exonerated
by DNA evidence.
tacked while waiting for a bus at
6 a.m. Oct. 25, 1986. The woman
was struck knocking out two teeth
and taken into a wooded. area
where she was raped and sodom-
ized several. times .. The woman
escaped; 'completed a poIicerape
kit and a composite sketch of her
attacker. PoliC~ developed 'a sus-
pect list andihe woman-picked
Harrison out of a lineup, The
woman identified Harrison in
court and in March 1987 he was
sentenced to life in prison for bat-
tery, rape, and theft;
In 1988 Harrison got the District
Attorney to submit the rape kit for
DNA analysis, Hamplkian said.
The company that performed the
analysis said they could not pro-
cess the rape kit because it had
been stained, which is the pro-
cess where evidence on the sterile
swab from the rape kit is placed
on to a microscope slide.
"That's not true now and it·
wasn't true then," Hamplkian
said, "What they may have meant
was they didn't have an approved
procedure for it."
According to Hamplkian,
Harrison maintained his lnno-
for a new trial for Harrison's ex-
oneration. The trial is set for Aug.
31, Harrison is expected to be re-
leased the same day.
Hamplkian says the iinpor-
tant lesson learned with this case
, is that eyewitness testimony IS
largely inaccurate.
"Scientific and legal studies have
proved the inaccuracy of eyewit-
ness testimony. When someone
stands up in court and points at
the accused, it can sway a jury."
Hamplkian is in his first semes-
ter teaching at BSU. He is teaching
a forensic biology course that will
RRNORL~ POST
News Reporter
A Boise State biology professor
has helped exonerate an inmate
serving a life sentence in a Georgia
prison using DNA evidence.
Greg Hamplkian, a Boise State
biology professor, is the DNA ex-
pert on the Georgia Innocence
Project that announced Friday
evidence exonerating Clarence
, Harrison, 44, of a sexual assault
committed over 17 years ago.
According to Hamplkian, a
Decatur, Georgia woman was at-
Prep up for the
GRE/GMAT
BY RRNORLL POST
News Reporter
A class to help students prepare for the Graduate
Record Examination (GREl and the Graduate
Management Admission Test (GMATl is being of-
fered at Boise State University this fall.
"The prep class provides a group setting where
students have a structured enviIonment to study
for the exams," said Catherine Harris, director of the
Canyon County Center of Extended Studies.
Harris explained the students' dilemma: '''1 feel
confident, I'm gonna march in and take the test' or
'gee whiz maybe I better get an idea of what the test
is like and take a prep course.'''
, According to university officials, the prep class will'
beheld from Sept. 15 through Nov. 10, on Wednesdays
between 6-10 p.m, It Will meet in Albertson's library
room 165. Only students registered in the class will
be able to attend. Due to increasing enrollment, uni-
versity officials axe discussing adding a second class
on Tuesday nights. Students will not receive credit
for taking the prep class.
Those enrolled will take the GRE or GMAT diag-
nostic exam at the first meeting to identify students'
individual strengths and weaknesses. Harris said it is
up to the student to focus on his or her weaknesses
because the class will cover all subjects.
To register for the prep class contact the Extended
Studies Office at 426-1709 or visit the office on 1015
Grant Avenue in Boise. There is a fee for taking a prep
class; the GRE fee is $325 and the GMAT is $375. The
fee covers the diagnostic exam and course materi-
als. There is a $25 discount for students who register
before Aug. 31.
Harris suggests that students who cannot get into
the course purchase a GRE or GMAT prep book
which the BSU bookstore has on sale. The GMAT
catalog is also on sale at the bookstore for $34.95.
The same book can be purchased on amazon.com
for $25.16. The Kaplan GRE Exam 2005 is on sale at
amazon.com for $22.44.
-RSBSU weaues new Web Ite
,BY IoIRRY GRRCE LUCRS
Newe Reporter
"Get involved!" screams the wall-
paper on the homepage of the soon-
to-be up and running Associated
Students of Boise State University
Web site. In a sense, "Get involved"
is the mantra of '04-'05 for ASBSU,
making the wallpaper highly ap-
propriate.
, They want students to get
in on the action this year at
BSU and they have given stu-
, dents an avenue to do just
that. From scheduled events
to Senate hearings, it is all be-
ingposted.
At the behest of ASBSU, the site
was designed by BSU· Senior and
owner of ABD Design Aaron Day.
After a few meetings earlier in the
summer, Day submitted a 45-page
proposal listing all of the ideas
and insights gathered from stu-
dent leaders. He has just finished
packaging the ASBSU Web site
wish list into the real thing. As a
student himself, Day had an in-
teresting opportunity.
"I could help the students out,"
he says. "This is a fun site. It's just
engaging."
One of the most useful features
of the site is the campus events cal-
endar. The ASBSU site could poten-
tially host a Web site for each and
every student organization. As the
calendars on each of the respective
sites get updated throughout the
year, the main calendar on ASBSU's
site will reflect the changes.
New VP shares student's
concerns with rising fees
BY GREGORY RUTTY er pond," said
News Reporter Pearson. Seeing
how much she
On the second floor of an unassuming was able to ac-
building, in a modest office, working at an complish work-
average desk, is the woman responsible ing for the
for overseeing the annual use of roughly Department of
'$237 million. Housed in the Administration Environmental
Building, the office of the vice president for Conservation in
finance and adnlinistration is void of the Juneau, Pearson
grandeur one might associate with its pri- never looked
vate-sector counterpart, and that's just fine back.
with Stacy Pearson. _ ' Mer' return-Shcv Peer eon .
Pearson, whose appointment as vice repleces Harrv Neel ing to BOise
president for finance and adnlinistration es UP for financa end with her hus-
became effective Aug. 16, is more interested admlnlstretlon. band, Pearson
in making public education accessible than , began work-
in the spoils of corporate life. "I enjoy work- ing for BSU, most recently as associate vice
ing here," said Pearson. "It's personally sat- president for finance and administration.
isfying." ' Mer former Vice President Harry Neelleft
A product of the Boise public education in 2003 for a position in Nevada, Pearson be-
system, from grade four all the way to her came interim vice president for six months
masters in public adnlinistration from BSU, while a search committee looked over some
Pearson has seen the benefits of public edu- 50 applications for the position. On Aug. 12,
cation. the State Board of Education approved her
"I see public education as a social good; appointment,
says Pearson, "I [have) benefited from pub- Pearson is excited about her new position,
lie education [and) it changed my life so but acknowledges that it is not without its
much that I like being a part of an organiza- challenges, one of which is managi1'1gil bud-
tion that changes pimple's lives."..g~t1hatis being stret~ed to its ~ts due to
Pearson started her career",t Boise',Jl\tkof adequate state funding.
Cascade, but left after three years to move tO~"~':;~e;,con~l!lC\iUcate" more students
Alaska withher husband. Itwas there that she" With ,l1q.funding~ases. says Pearson.
.discovered the satisfaction of publi<;~rk,:'i', . .'<S,' .'';'5;" .
~lt was like being a bigger fish in;~~;iL ':;~J~. J";"~':}5'1 UP [pIge 2).............. __ .. iIiIIiI.....
"Best case scenario, everyone on
campus that's involved with any-
thing will be able to find it through
our site," says Travis Estvold. He will
take over as webmaster for the site
when it's launched onSept. 1st.
" There is also a quick reference
section for students providing event
information called "Next 7 Days."
In addition, Day says that stu-
dents. will be
able to gain a
better sense of their
student leaders. All Senate bills will
be posted as well as the voting reo
cords and personal profiles of the
entire elected student leader staff.
Contact information will be readily
available for any student with input
to offer about possible legislation.
Day says in the
past the Web site had a reputation
for being difficult to navigate and
not consistently maintained. The
Morriss adnlinistration hopes the
new ASBSU page will spur student
involvement and. overall school
spirit.
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Club alms to rel18ue pressure
for BSUstudent parents
BY RRCHEL PEREZ
Jennlfar
Burton With
her 3 children,
DaetlnV, '9,
Trlshn, ~.
end Jerr'e'n,
1, IImgle at
MURlclpal Park
With the. Smgle
Par'ent Group,
on Sat;
News Reporter
There axe many students at BSU
who axe juggling school, kids and
work. The Single Parents Club lets
them know they are not alone. The
club is a place to receive support and
make friends.
This club isn't just for adults, it also
gives members' kids a chance to con-
nect with other kids. During the year
the club meets every other week at the
Women's Center or at other various lo-
cations.
- Child friendly events and trips are
also part of the club. Last June the
club had a zoo day with a potluck and
awhite waterrafting trip. InJuly. a day
at RoaIing Springs, and it camping trip
in August wrapped up the summer.
The club became official in 2001,
starting with just five women who
called themselves The Single Moms
Group. They meet to talk and offer
each other support. Women's Center.
mentor Jeni Jenkins. is a' founding
dub member. She is currently the
President "Women began coming
in!O the Women's Center asking if
.there was anything available for single
moms," Said Jenkins.
Word .about· the·.·.club spread, be-
fom:iong men got involved; the group
evolved into The Single Parents Club. Members who
There are currently about fourteen graduate can still participate in 'the
single dads participating in the club. club as long as overbalf of the cur-
Single parents of any age and gender rent membership. is students. With
are welcome. The club has accommo- so many original members graduated
dated a variety of people and grown there are many leadership positions
:d=e=:.leadershiPof~efound.i '=~:;$~e=~~~::;?=
The first five women stUck ttl eth.~leciiQ . . eyents for
er as the fuitililletlllerS; Ii
recently left and nowoDlY
mains. 'IWo, of the wei
are now attmding'"
and another is~. , - .. . ' ,- , ~'..... ' .
GrId
~dfug cleric returns
, toNajaf~ brokers peace
deal
Circus requires Jewish,
Palestinian teens to
depend upon each other
JERUSALEM-Aaron Tobiass and
Murad Salman were juggling together
the other day, tossing what looked like
bowling pins at each other in a flashy
show ofyoung talent.
Tobiass, 16, who is Jewish, and
Salman, 17, who IsArab, were rehears-
ing for a show of The Jerusalem Circus,
a group of teenagers and younger chil-
dren from Israeli and Palestinian neigh-
borhoods who train and perform to-
gether for mixed audiences.
In this contested city,where Jewsand
Arabs live in separate societies locked
in bitter conflict, the circus brings to-
getheryoungsters who would otherwise
:~Ional
~cal/bSU
make Implantable liver tissue."
Yes,there are Greeks at
BSU
Come meet the chapter members of
Boise State's five Greek chapters. Be a
part of a growing tradition. Volleyball,
games and free food will be avallable.
Wednseday, Sept. 1 on the Quad at 6
p.m.
Involvement Day-
Student organization
fair
By LISA CHENEY
Eric Peterson, top, has one o/mally romantic dinners with himselJar t~e;r /avorite restaurant.
'- ~Yl!:!'!);W!J!!1~~:V:;,'t~r'~",(j;~~
;~~rla'> ';..;,\t }.",~i#i,:;.,,(rl,~;(1:j~~''
~""ljiiVelittle'ornti Contact with peers from . ,~.~(;,}
f~~t1ieQthet's!4~'~Jtown. The emphasis Is Bioengineers create ;';:,~' "r;.
(J;;~n~WQrL\~(l~t, rare con;unodi- . '.'
~#es.aAer'lieanyf9U\"~ of VIolence spare parts for an agiq8'~;\;
~~~~~1Sraells'andP~estinians. ' :' ;,\-"~~i
~'~"~'IS~~st~; not coexistence, P9PUlation ,il' :,
NAJAF,Ira<t-Iraq's beloved Grand ,·',pc,h·iShow It's supposed to be; .: .•.. ' ,......, .:\~t~l:J
Ayatollah Allal Husseinl al Sistani re- i,'- 1bblass' salddurlng a break from his . '.SANDIEG<F-Aspeople's \~ ~d4l'
turned Thursday to the embattled city j~routine.· .... t,'.....,· j,i@ll,~,Qq~.gO bad or.b"'AIt
of Najaf, where he immediately.met ' .'>(')n'the other side of thel-iO'ollJ','fue"\';:'~tlstS'and'tillgineerii."~~
with rebel cleric Muqtada al-Sadr and ~)Circus arts teacher, Slava Olelnlk, '~~, .' 'tQ,cre.a~etreatInel\t~,~: ...,
brokered a tentative agreement to end, a Jewish Immigrant from UkraJrie; part~fodailin~ o.Qta1!~;;~nt\;'
nearly a month of catastrophic vio- was, working with young acrobats. All 'Researchers:;lntl:l¢~~p.(~ .-
lence. around him, teenagers kept up aeon- ing field of bloengineeiillg. .' . '..'
Many Iraqis viewed the long-awaIted stant patter in Hebrew, English and to replace notjuafl{ge!1S anabips~tc;
meeting as a heart-to-heart between a Arabic as they practiced. . also pancreases,kd,~):8rtil~g~, \bl~6,4':
father figure and a wayward son. They "Here there are no Arabs or Jews, just vessels and other deteriorating Compo".
said only Sistani, Iraq's senior Shiite circus performers," Oleinlk said, "If nents of the human machine.
cleric, could convince al-Sadr to re- you're on top and someone below you "It's the intersection of three disci-
move his Mahdi Army militia from the falls, you have to give him a hand, no plines: engineering, medicine and biol-
sacred Imam All shrine and help restore matter who he Is, otherwise there won't ogy," said Shu Chien, the chaIrman of
calm to Iraq's holiest city. be a circus act. Here we see only human the bioengineering department at the
Th' flve main condinons ofSistanls i.1og '~dJlfurent world" Unl.... tyofCilil'ml.ln "'"01"", H'
proposal were emptying the Imam All said the efforts include "organs, tissues,
shrine of militiamen, turning over se- cells and molecules down to genes."
curley of the site to Iraqi police, calling nat Ion a I "The ultimate goal Is the prevention,
on residents to remove weapons from diagnosis and treatment of disease and
J the holy city, withdrawing U.S. - led injury,"Chien said.
forces to the outskirts of the city and . For example, Sangeeta Bhatia, a blo-
asking the coalition for compensation medical engineer at UCSD, marries
for battle damage to Najaf's devastated Polls show race remains biology and computer technology to
commercial center, and conducting a create spare liver cells for patients with
census in advance of a democratic elec- tight, but Kerry takes a diseased or injured livers. "We borrow
tion. a lot of tools from the semiconductor
If it works, the agreement would ce- hit from veterans' ads (computer chip) industry to make tis-
ment the power of Iraq's Shiite Muslim sues that function better," Bhatia said.
clergy-especially that of Sistanl-and WASHINGTON-Just daW before . About 10percent of the population is
expose the Impotence of the secular, the Republican National Convention, infected by the Hepatitis C virus, a liver
American-backed interim government, the race between President Bush and disease for which there's no effective
which was unable the resolve the stand- Democratic challenger John Kerry re- therapy. "There aren't nearly enough
off. . maIns a toss-up amid signs that a con- transplants," she said. "Our goai is to
troversy over Kerry's Vietnam service
has hurt the Democrat, but not neces-
sarily with lasting consequences.
Three polls released Thursday show
that ads questioning Kerry's heroism
as a Navy Swift boat officer in Vietnam
have eroded some of the benefit he
gaIned from the frequent Vietnam Im-
ageryplayed at the Democratic Nationai
Convention last month.
One poll, by The Los Angeles TImes,
shows Bush gaIning the lead in the
contest for the first time. Another sur-
vey-the Battleground 2004 poll by
Republican pollster Ed Goeas and
Democrat Celinda Lake-has Kerry
ahead. In both cases, the advantage
held by either candidate Is within the
margins of error.
The effect of the Vietnam ads, how·
ever, isn't likelyto permanently damage
Kerryor prove beneficial to Bush in the
long term, analysts said.'
Area college student dating self
THINGS ARE REALLY STARTING TO HEAT UP
Local college student Eric Peterson
recently announced that he's entered a
committed relationship-with himself.
Peterson vehemently denied rumors that
the two were d!lting other people. 'We're
tota~ly committed to each
other. We've never been
happier." When asked what
prompted the campus
heartthrob to take himself off the market,
he chalked it up in large part to his' current
fmancial situation, claiming that monthly
fees from his checking account were
making it too expensive for him to date
around. "It was partly a cost-effective
decision on my part, but it's been really
nice for us to spend more time together."
Peterson was apparently unaware of Free
Checking from Washington Mutual. It's
an account with no monthly fees and the
option to add Deluxe services like free
online bill pay. And he could
have gotten Free Checking
just by visiting aWashington
Mutual Financial Center,
then signed up for online bill pay at
wamu.com. "Dang:' said Peterson, "if I
had known about Free Checking Deluxe,
my current dating situation would be
different. I probably wouldn't have settled
down with someone so soon."
"JJe've never
bee" happier."
Iron Deficient Anemia ....
Radiant Research is currently conducting a
clinical research study of an investigational iron
supplement for Anemia. Participants must be
between the ages of 18 and 60 years old with
iron deficient anemia. Qualified participants will
r~ceive investigation.al medication, study-related
exams, and compensation for time and travel. .
College is so
much more than
lectures and
homework. Get
involved in a stu-
dent organiza-
tion and get the
,~gueDIZZINESS·.
ess
most out of your college experience!
Wednesday, Sept. 1on the Quad from
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
BSUTeacher Education
Association Celebration
A "Celebration of Education" featur-
ing speeches by state and local educa-
tion leaders, such as Superintendent
Marilyn Howard, live music, refresh·
ments and a raIDewill be held {rpm 6-
8 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. I, on the
Student Union Building patio at Boise
State University.
The galaevent, sponsored bythe Boise
State Teacher Education Association, is
free and open to the public. Proceeds
from the raIDe will benefit the Boise
State Teacher Education Association.
For more information call 426·2210
~at the?
The perfect bed buddy
The Japanese are always on the cut-
ting edge: Their sunglasses are cooler,
their gadgets are smaller, and their cell
phones double as phasers.
It should not be surprising then that
Japanese women have come up with
Male Replacement Method No. 254.
Perhaps it's because the avallable
men in Japan's singles market are not as
snuggly as the women demand. Maybe
it's because they are too moody, too
unavallable, too focused on their hair.
Whatever the impetus, women now
have a doll they think takes care of at
least a handful of the manly functions
they need in their lives.
It's called the Boyfriend Arm Pillow,
and that's pretty much what it Is.A big
pillow complete with a shoulder crook,
a comforting arm and a nice blue shirt
with a pocket. It's not as long as a full-
body pillow,but the manlike features of
this lovable cotton ball must be appeal-
ing to single women because the "boy-
friends" have become quite popular in
Japan.
Mr. Pillow not only comes with his
Call Mon·Fri for more Information
208.377.7930
6565 W. Emerald, Boise, 10
www.radlantresearch.com
NRHRLme.ber Leila
Brahllll,cenlBr, ,',
and o.ther dlllon- .: '
Itratorl crou thl '
Brooklyn BrldQI on ,
their way to pro .
chOice rally It NIIlI :'
York city Hall on
saturday.
~U~&T,,!Wl~TNtN
own shirts for those ladies who feel
compelled to dress their guys, but he
also has a soothing, vibrating arm func-
tion that will comfort a woman into a
blissful slumber. For a little more than
$100, the price of a decent first date, a
woman can have an immediate, affec-
tionate bed buddy without feeling like
a hussy.
~
"
Slowmotion
Q:Why does time seem to slow down
during a traumatic event? .
A: Many people who've been in a car
crash, fallen from a high place or b(!en
in some other kind of traumatic event
describe this same sensation.
David Eagleman, head of the
Eagleman Laboratory for Perception
and Action at the University of Texas,
Houston Medical School, has done
extensive studies 'In this topic. J'le ex-
plains it like this.
During a traumatic event, your "fight-
or-flight" instincts kick in. Adrenaline
floods your system as your mind races
to try to find a way to protect yourself
or escape. During this time "your braIn
processes information more quickly,"
says Eagleman.
He likens this to slow-motion tech-
niques in the movies, when the cam-
era takes more snap shots per second.
That's how movie scenes unfold gradu-
ally,allowingyou to see more detail.
"Sinceyou are used to taking in a cer-
tain amount of Information per unit
time, this gives the Impression that time
has slowed,"Eagleman says.
Interestingly, this slow-motion effect
is much more pronounced whim you
can see the car crash coming. In con-
trast, wh!,n drivers are blindsided from
out of nd'tvhere they often find the mo-
ment of Impact very sudden ~d disori-
enting.
One wreck seems very slow; the other
seems very fast. Yetthey take about the
same length of time. What we're actu-
ally talking about, Eagleman and other
experts say, is how we perceive the pas-
sage of time. '
World/National/What tha? storills cour- .
tas~ of KRTCampus wlra sarvlcas. Local/
BSU storlas courtes~ of tha Balsa Stata
Wab alta at www.bolsastata.adu. RII sto-
rlas compllad b~ Carol~n Michaud.
ness of breath
.,you experIence any
these syrnptQrns you
ayhave ...
. ,,
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freShwater gems in.Idaho mountains
BY MICHEllE SELLS
Outdoor Column,st,
: Idaho's mountains are home to many
wonders including: Ghost towns, abun-
~ant Wildlife, beautiful plant life, gems ,
~d minerals. But, for fishermen, there
l~ .no greater gem than a high moun-
tain lake. Here in Idaho, fishermen are
blessed with a great quantity of these
natural gems.
: Blue Lake and Hidden Lake are two
such precious gems. The elevation in
Boise is about 2,000 feet, and in contrast
the elevation of these lakes is over 8,000
feet. Both of these lakes are relatively
close to Boise and require a two-hour
drive on backcountry roads, which wind
upward through the dramatically chang-
ing scenery of the West Mountains.
: There are several small high moun-
min lakes in this particular area, just
south of Lake Cascade and slightly north
Of Tripod Peak Lookout. All of them are
slightly off the beaten path, and none of
them is accessible by vehicle. Each and
every one of them must be hiked into
on foot-this can be a daunting task.
For instance, Hidden Lake is located at
about 7000 feet but the trailhead starts at
Q,300 feet The trail is only 1.3 miles long.
Ql other words, the descent is steep and
!;he ascent feels even steeper. This is not
'!- climb that Iwould recommend for any-
~ne who is ill or out of shape. The rapid
change in elevation can make some peo-
ple sick.
: This type of trip requires some ad-
vanced planning. Take only equipment
that is absolutely necessary. No frills.
A very light pole, worms or even salm-
on eggs work well. A fly pole would be
excellent under these circumstances,
Remember, whatever you pack in must
be packed out again, so think light.
, Be sure that your vehicle is in excel-
~P [from pege 1]
"I'm not pleased to see how high
[student] fee increases have been
.'.. I worry about the debt lev-
els students come out of school
With."
, While Pearson's job it not an
easy one, she takes it with an easy
grace and giddy enthusiasm. She
is proud of what her office has ac-
complished so far, such as mod-
ernizing the accounting systems ...
putting BSU's cash into invest-
lent running condition before leaving for
your trip. Always let someone reliable
know of your destination and your ap-
proximate time of return. A plan should
be created should you fail return on
time. AGPS unit is an invaluable tool un-
der these conditions. Other absolute re-
quirements should be a first aid kit, wa-
ter, a space blanket, waterproof matches
and if possible, a set of two way radios.
The weather at 8,000 feet is dramatical-
ly different than it is in the valley and this
too needs to be planned for. If tempera-
tures in the valley are 70 degrees it is like-
ly to be 50 degrees at those lofty heights.
Warm, breathable, durable clothing is a
necessity, as are good hiking boots.
The fishing in these gems is incredible.
They are rarely or infrequently visited
and therefore those intrepid souls who
visit are often blessed by an incredible
bounty of catches. On a recent visit the
West Slope Cutthroat provided this an-
gler with a non-stop afternoon of fun. '
Fish and Game Enforcement Officer
Larry Iindrich, said the area is gener-
al season with a six trout, no size limit.
There are no restrictions on hooks or
bait.
He also shared an interesting bit
of information regarding the stock-
·,·ing of these waters. It seems that for ..
some time Fish and Game has regularly
stocked Cutthroat in these lakes but that
is now changing. The Cutthroat were ob-
tained from Fish Lake outside of McCall.
Cutthroat require a very high water qual-
ity to survive and thrive and unfortunate-
. ly the water quality in Fish Lake is declin-
ing and so is the supply of Cutthroat. As
a result, Fish and Game is now forced to
acquire Cutthroat eggs from out of state
and to turn to Rainbow trout as a substi- ,
tute, ,
These high altitude lakes offer more
ment accounts with bigger re-
turns, and issuing bonds for the
new recreation center, parking
decks, and campus apartments.
She is even more excited about
what her department will accom-
plish in the future.
"We're embarking on a strategic
planning process for the future to
build additional facilities and in-
crease access. I would like to see
us continue to offer additional ac-
ademic programs, especially grad-
uate programs, and to increase
our research infrastructure."
Tucked ewe~ et the top or a Mountain at an aleuatran over B,OOOrt are two lakes, home to an
abundance or beeut~.
than just fishing, they are places of un-
paralleled beauty. From above they are
a brilliant azure blue or emerald green.
Generally, they are tiny pools ofless than
10 acres of water. And all are nestled in
the bottom of a small mountain valley.
The sight is reminiscent of a robin's egg
in a nest. The 8,00 foot tall and craggy
metamorphic rock peaks of the West
Mountains provide a dramatic back-
drop.
At these elevations even the plant life
must adjust, The trees grow more sparse-
ly and are twisted and gnarled by the
, extreme forces of nature. The tree line
clearly delineates zones of acceptable
habitat from those habitats in which a
very few hearty plants will survive, Even
the shrubs grow nearly horizontal to the
ground in an attempt to limit their expo-
sure to the intense elements.
Up close, the water is crystal clear,
clean and cold. Nearly half QfJ:IJdde!1
Lake is covered in Jily pads and bloom-
ing yellow water lilies. The sounds of
frogs and birds are ever present to the
ear. Despite the time of year, wildflow-
ers are still plentiful. Blooms oflavender,
purple, blue and yellow are a common
sight as well as various different kinds of
mushrooms and fungus.
These lakes are a. stunning piece of
Idaho scenery and they should be treat-
ed ;IS such. It is only by luck and location
that they too have not suffered the fate of
becoming so popular that they are pol-
"
Bush racks up some
successes, some failures
-The Oelles Morning Naws
Every president's promises furl
into reality checks - the budget,
congressional politics and shift-
ing priorities. George W. Bush
is no different. Here's a look at
~
ther he delivered on his big-
ge t promises from 2000:
T CUTS .
C t income tax rates and re-
duce the "marriage penalty."
Yes.
Double the child tax credit to
$1,000.
Yes.
Expand the child credit to
higher-income married and sin-
gle parents.
No.
Eliminate the estate tax.
Yes.
luted and rulned.by.the hand of man, ....
Please take care to leave no trace so that
these places remain in their pristine and
unspoiled states for others to enjoy.
The opportunity to visit either of these
locations is fast drawing to a close. The
roads that lead into this area are not
maintained in the winter. As soon as the
snow flies they will close and the curious
will have to wait another year so make
plans to visit soon.
It's being phased out but re-
turns in 2011 unless Congress
makes tile elimination perma-
nent.
Grant a deduction for chari-
table contributions to taxpayers
who don't itemize.
No, stalled in Congress.
EDUCATION
Requj,re annual reading and
math Itests in grades three
through eight and other school
accountability measures.
Yes, in the "No Child Left
Behind" Act. .
Provide" vouchers to low-in-
come students in persistent-
ly failing schools to help with
the costs of attending private
schools.
No, except for a pilot p~ogram
inWashington, D.C.
SOCIAL SECURITY
Allow workers to invest in pri-
vate retirement accounts.
No, delayed in the face of con-
gressional opposition.
MEDICARE
Provide seniors prescription
drug coverage under Medicare.
Yes, though the law leaves a
gap incoverage.
Man' arrested in
,
Massachusetts, charged
in Bosnian massacre
BY JONATHAN FINER
The Weshlngton Post
,
\ BOSTON --Prosecutors here saya construction worker who lives
ip. ~ suburb north of Boston was
part of a military unit that execut-
~d hundreds of Muslim civilians
in the former Yugoslavia during
Ule conflict there in the 1990s,
: Marko Boskic was arrest-
ad Wednesday at his home
ip. Peabody, Mass" according
to the office of U.S. Attorney
¥ichael Sullivan. He was charged
Thursday with two counts of
making false statements on im-
migration forms to conceal his
membership in the 10th Sabotage
J;)etachment, a Serb miltrary unit
that carried out the slaughternear
~e Bosnian town of Srebrenica in
july 1995.
: If convicted, he faces a maxi-mum penalty of 10 years in pris-
on followed by three years of
~upervised release and a fine of
$250,000 for each count. He also
~ould be deported. .
• "Lying to gain safe harbor in.
the United States undermines the
futegrity of our immigration poli-
cies and will not be tolerated," .
$ullivan said in a statement. . 'We
~ontinue to aggressively pursue
lpis investigation both here and
abroad."
The Boston Globe reportet91
Friday's editions that Boskic is
believed to be one of eight ill
who carried out orders to kill
1,200 unarmed men and boys in
a field near the village of Pilica,
part of a wave of violence that
claimed some 8,000 lives in just
over a week. It is considered the
largest -scale massacre of civilians
in Europe since World War II.
But a spokeswoman for
Sullivans office said that so far
Boskic, 40, a 40 Bosnian Croat,
had not been identified as one of
the killers.
According to an affidavit sub-
mitted by a federal investigator,
Boskic entered the United States
from Germany inApril 2000 after
seeking refugee status by claim-
ing he had avoided military ser-
vice. "
"I didn't want to fight in an
ethnic war against people I lived
with," he wrote on an immigra-
tion form, according to the am-
davit.
A soldier from the 10th
Sabotage Detachment identified
'Boskic in a video of an awards
ceremony for the unit. The video
was provided by the International
Criminal Tribunal for the. former
Yugoslavia, a United Nations or-
ganization formed to prosecute
war crimes, according to the af-
fidavit.
Boskic's name came up last
year during the war crimes
trial of former Yugoslav lead-
er Slobodan Milosevic, when
Drazen Erdemovic, who pleaded
guilty to involvement in the kill-
ings at Pllica, identified Boskic as
a participant.
Boskic's lawyer, Max Stern, of
Boston, did not return a tele-
phone call seeking comment.
Since arriving in the United
States, Boskic has had several
brushes with law enforcement,
including arrests for assault and .
drunken driving.
Arthur Liaperdos, who has lived
next door to Boskic for two years,
called him "unfriendly" and a
"troublemaker" and said he of-
ten heard Boskic fighting with a
girlfriend and saw him pushing
the woman in the street.
One of Boskic's co-workers at
contractor JAJ Co., in Medford,
Mass., who asked not to be
named, said that Boskic had
called in sick on Thursday, and
that employees were surprised to
hear of his arrest. "Nobody could
believe it," he said.
746 W. Main St. IV 388-1900.
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letter to the eSltor
'~ostpeople(in~'
cludingleftists)
know Moore has
an agenda, arid
,consequently will'
take his films with
__ • ..._.,,_._. _" •• _ '_,. ••• ,_w • __ •
a grain of salt'
In response to
Andy Malone's article:
Andy, it is too bad that you have
shown yourself to be guilty of the
same thing you accused Michael
Moore of doing: pushing a partisan :
agenda and trying to discredit any
other viewpoint. Let me point out a
Jew problems with your reasoning.
First, you presume that most
people who went to Moore's
"Fahrenheit" did so to reaffirm their
dislike of President Bush. Do you
think any leftists have to reaffirm
their dislike for Bush? I'll bet most
leftists are pretty clear on how they
feel about him.
Second, you state as fact that left-
ists of today have not taken any
time 'to investigate or even ques-
tion the accuracy of Moore's newest
film. Most people (including leftists)
know Moore has an agenda, and
consequently will take his films with
a grain of salt. In other words, they
do question Moore's accuracy. To
take anyone's word as fact without
question is, in logical terms, com-
mitting the fallacy' of authority. On
the flipside, maybe everyone should
also think about this when the presi-
dent speaks, which leads to my last
point.
You argue that Moore and the
far leftists cannot produce any evi-
dence of the phantom Bush/Iraq/
September 11 lie. Who really cares
what the leftists' opinion of this
matter is? I am more concerned with
the phantom evidence dealing with
the weapons of mass destruction
that served as justification for the
war ill the first place. Where is the
imminent threat? That is more the
point of Moore's movie rather than
bashing President Bush, although
you have to admit that the president
makes it pretty easy.
Throughout all of Moore's films he
makes some very good points; don't
let his grandstanding get in the way.
Furthermore, even if the message
comes from the other side, don't au-
tomatical~y discount it in its entirety.
We need to get away from the par-
tisanship and look more closely at
the issues surrounding this war with
some objectivity.
Lastly, I agree with you that it
would be pathetic to believe every
word from Michael Moore; however,
it is also pathetic to take one's own
opinion as fact and condemn with-
out yet hearing any and every rebut-
tal.
"
-Craig Stacey
Senior
Political Scien~e Department
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And this year, with women
making up two out of every three
undecided voters, the presiden-
tial candidates would be wise to
address the needs of working
women nationwide.
Diane Frye of Carrollton, Ga.,
has a simple request. "I want a
job that will pay for my meals
and rent," she says. Frye is look-
ing for work and needs to move
from a home that has a hole in
the roof and lacks heat or air
.conditioning. She is a single
mom, caring for her ts-year-old
autistic son.
Three out of every five mini-
mum-wage earners are women.
er for the American people to
learn what government agen-
,cies themselves are up to - even
about those new databases.
The current Administration's
drive for more and more secre-
cy has rightly become a serious
concern for Americans across
the political spectrum, sparking
calls for greater openness.
Secrecy has its place in gov-
ernment, but government is al-
ways too easily tempted to over-
use the "secret" stamp. When
that happens, it comes at the
cost of the public's stake in other
important values such as safety,
clean air and water or even na-
tlonalsecurity Itwasintrepidre-
porters and courageous soldiers
- not government officials - who
told the American people about
the abuse of iraqi prisoners. The
public began learning the truth
months after those atrocities
at Abu Ghraib prison were first '
brought to the attention of mili-
tary and government leaders.
And when it comes to con-
gressional oversight, coop-
eration from the current
Administration has been sparse
and grudging. Oversight letters
from Congress to the Justice
Department have gone un-
answered for months or even
years. Attorney General John
Ashcroft has been reluctant to
A single parent of two children
working fulltime at the federal
minimum wage still falls below
the poverty line, according to
the Economic Policy Institute.
Women desperately need to see
a raise in the minimum wage.
Julia Perkins of Milwaukee is
working several part-time jobs,
none of which offer paid sick
days. "I want a workplace that
allows me to take care of my
children if they are sick," said
Perkins, "and I'm going to the
polls to make a difference for
my families and families across
the country." Her 10-year-old
and IS-year-old children are
diabetic.
According to a study by
Harvard School of Public Health
Professor Jody Heymann, three
out 'of four low-wage workers
receive no sick days at all. For
part-timers, a growing sector of
worldng women, five out of six
workers have no paid sick days,
according to the Institute on
Women's Policy Research.
Virginia Chivers of Caroll
County, Ohio, just wants to
be treated equally. She's been
passed up for promotion five
times; one of the last times to
a man she trained. "I think it's
- wrong. I can do that job as well
or better then any man can.
It blows my mind that they
try to get away with this," said
Chivers.
The issues of fairness and
equality are key. Women need
tough enforcement of anti-dis-
crimination laws. Last year,
women filed tens of thousands
of discrimination charges. It's
clear that discrimination against
women is rampant.
Eighty-four years ago, women
won the right to vote. Bush and
Kerry should make that vote
even more meaningful by acting
in the interests of today's work-
ingwomen.
Bush, Kerr", need lo address Issues
Imporlanlto women
By Sangita Nayak
On Aug. 26, 1920, women in
this country won the right to
vote. If President Bush and John
Kerry want to honor that wa-
tershed struggle, they need to
speak to the concerns of today's
working women.
Those concerns include de-
cent wages, decent health ben-
efits and on-the-job equality for
all.
Women are a huge voting bloc
to be reckoned with. In 2000,
more than 59 million women
voted in the presidential elec-
tion.
Freedom of Information under siege
BY SEN, PRTR1'fK LERHY
WASHINGTON - The public's
right to know is one of the foun-
dations of our freedoms and our
democracy. Knowing what our
government is doing promotes
accountability and trust and lu-
bricates the checks and balanc-
es that make our system work. '
Security, freedom and open-
ness are always tugging at each
other under the American sys-
tem, and the tugging has been
intense since the attacks of9-11.
Our checks and balances help
us strike the right balance, and
that is why Congress's oversight
role, reporting by a free press,
and tools like the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) are so
vital. The.publics right to know
is the key ingredient.
But the pendulum has swung
so far away from openness in re-
cent years that it is silently and
steadily eroding the public's
right to know. And when struc-
tural protections like FOIA are
weakened, the erosion can be
rapid, and lasting.
Ironically, at the same time
that government agencies are
quietly building databases to
learn and store more and more
Information about each of us, it
is becoming harder and hard-
appear before congressional
oversight committees, testifying
less frequently than any of his
predecessors of modem times,
and this, during a period when
there is much to be accountable
for. It has been reported that
during last year's debate over
the new Medicare law, the chief
actuary of the Medicare pro-
gram was told he would be fired
if he answered questions from
members of Congress. Some
officials have even gone so far
as to equate asking questions'
about their policies to giving ald
and comfort to our enemies.
Government secrecy is be-
ing ratcheted up, sometimes
conspicuously, sometimes im-
perceptibly. Even before the
war on terrorism began we
saw an Executive Order limit-
ing the release of presidential
records that sharply curtailed
tlie ability of journalists and
researchers to obtain historical
documents. The president has
also granted authority to the
Departments of Agriculture and
Health and Human Services and
the EPA-to classify documents
as secret These are all agencies
that control health and safety,
information of the utmost im-
portance to citizens and their
communities, A third curtail-
ment of access - and its corol-
lary, accountability - is the new
~ ill-defined category of "sen-
sitive but unclassified" informa-
tion.
One of the bulwarks of open
government, the Freedom of
Information Act, is also un-
der assault. We can count on
government agencies .to is-
sue press releases when they
do things right. We need FOIA
so we also know when they do
things wrong. After September
llth we saw the single great-
est rollback of FOIA in history,
tucked into the charter for the
new Department of Homeland
Security. This provision creates
an opportunity for big pollut-
ers or other offenders to hide
mistakes from public view just
by stamping 'critical infrastruc-
ture information' at the top of
documents they submit to the
department.
We all want. to encourage
industries to share informa-
tion with the government
about potential threats, but
the Administration's approach
threatens to actually limit the
ability of other federal agencies
to learn about and respond to
threats. It also hamstrings the
public's ability to hold indus-
tries accountable when they act
irresponsibly. _
It doesn't have to be this
way. We reached bipartisan
agreement on a less danger-
ous way to do this when the
Senate wrote and passed its ver-
sion of the Homeland Security
Department charter. The White
House agreed to our compro-
mise before the election of2002.
After the election that fall, the
White House walked away from
our bipartisan compromise and
insisted on a harsh rollback of
FOrA. We are trying to reopen
that debate, but once the pub-
liesright to know is eroded, it
is difficult to reclaim the lost
ground.
Our fight to know what our
government is doing, right
or wrong, is a fragile gift that
needs nurturing and protec-
tion by each new generation.
The Constitution reflects the
Founders' confidence in a,.gov-
ernment by and of the people,
a govemment that welcomes
rather than fears differentpoints
of view, a government that ad-
mits mistakes and embraces re-
form.
The free flow of information
is a cornerstone of our democ-
racy, and each generation of
Americans must fiercely protect
this right, for our own sake, and
for the generations that will fol-
law us.
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Music for the happy,
hyper and local
JOE FRRNKLIN
Culture Writer
Matthew West
Happy
Happy,
whether good
or bad, Is an
eclectic mix
of songs from
Matthew
West. The al-
bum shines on
some parts and
fades in others.
Many of the
songs show an
initial prom-
Ise with their introduction and even through the
first verse, as in the first two tracks: "More" and
"Happy." But the tracks fade In their creativity for
the chorus. It seems the eclecticism of Happy ends
up being Its Achilles heel because It becomes in-
consistent. West's voice seems to be what Is on pa-
rade throughout the album, and his voice alone.
The music seems fresh out of the can at times,
but keep in mind that this is not the Matthew
West Band album. Matthew wrote and recorded
each song with different artists. The low-points of
Happy, for me, are the pseudo rap speak of the title
track along with the Backstreet Boys-esque cho-
rus of "The Tumaround." A lack of Inspiration and
creativity in the first three songs brings the album
down. However, Happy begins to shine toward the
end. The choruses become less pre-packaged and
the verses become more identifiable. The stand-
out on the record is "Every Second." The acoustic
guitar and electric teetering between clean chan-
nel and distortion along with the drawn out flow of
the chorus melody in contrast to the short poppy
lines In the verse show a lot of promise. I would like
to hear more In the vein of the acoustic outro, also.
I would prefer to hear a record that speaks more
singularly about Matthew West.
The Letter KiDs
The Bridge
Is Letter Kills
a good band?
Yes. Do they
bring emotion
and intensity?
Yes. Are there
a dozen other
bands with the'
same sound?
Yes. I wouldn't
buy The Bridge,
but I would
download It.
. ': , That's the harsh standard of the mp3 culture we live
In. The Bridge CD is defmltely downloadable. It Is
well-produced, with solid drum fillsand guitar riffs.
The singer unleashes a couple of screams through
the course of the album that might get some hair
rising on the back of a few necks. The Bridge Isvery
good at the high energy and brings a high recording
quality with a meticulous ear for guitar. The riffs are
metal In a lot ofways, but also pull into punk effec-
tively. The drummer stands somewhere between
the two. The vocals and background vocals are all
.. punk. The Bridge Is a powerful, catchy rock album,
'. but It's a bit lacking In an identifiable sound. There
is hope for future releases once they get the confi-
denceofa solid debut. I would go out of my way to
see The Letter Killslive, anyone should.
,., "
South Pond
Demo
, .'
This demo CD from local band South Pond is
the perfect contrast to the over-produced songs of
most of the Matthew West album, South Pond has
a very "unc1assifiable" sound. The band has a clean,
bluesy sound and effectivelymakes use of every In-
strument. Lyrically,the band rings In a bit less ma-
ture than what the music would let on. That is not
to say that the vocals are Ineffective, It is to say that
Is where the sound of the band, as a whole, lags.
The vocalist, stylistically, comes from the school
of singing brought to many by Bradley Nowell. I
am interested to see the audience at a South Pond
show, because the group Ishard to pinpoint as for a
sound and a genre. South Pond Is an original band
In Its early stages with high potential. They have
been together for six months and their next gig is
at JD and Friends on Sept. 20. To contact them call
395-1034.
Brushwood ·brlngs bizarre
maglclo campus
.'.
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Small band giving more than just music
JRNR HOFFMRN
AlE Writer
and aptly named the endeavor
"Down with Disease: Download for
the Cure."
The novelty of the concept is quite
wonderful. Go to ifunes. Napster,
or Audio
Lunchbox and
look up the
track "We Get
By:' and down-
load it.I 00 per-
cent of the roy-
alty the band
would make
goes straight to
the American
Cancer Society.
That's right, when you buy, you are
actually donating your money to a
great cause and getting a cool track
In return. What is better than that?
In a recent Interview with Kahn,
he explained why it is easier for In-
die bands to do this sort of thing.
The band is more accessible. It is
easy to get in touch with them, and
easy to man-
age sales on-
line. To date,
they have had
220 down-
loads, with
money going
straight to the
fund.
Asher Kahn
may have
started some-
thing. Kahn is receiving e-mails
from other small-name bands in-
terested In getting involved with
Download for the Cure. As far as the
American Cancer Society goes, they
are feeling out Its success to decide
whether to continue with it. Kahn
is optimistic, "Its all grassroots. The
Internet is such a cool way to reach
out to people." With the Interest of
other bands, and the use oftechnol-
ogy, Download for the Cure may be
a beginning for a new wave of giv-
ing.
If your Interest is piqued, check
out the band's Web site www.ash·-
erkahnband.com. Also. if you are
looking to contribute, go to the
Napster, inmes, or Audio Lunchbox
(a favorite Web site of the band) and
download the track. legitimately
buying music online makes sense
by now, doesn't it? It feels good to
give and have fun at the same time.
Ever heard of the Asher Kahn
Band? Me neither, until recently
when it came to my attention that
the little-known Indie band out of
Philadelphia (formed on the Penn
State Campus) is up to some real
good. Front man, Asher Kahn, ap-
parently has an interest in digital
downloading and the effects it is
having on the Industry, for good or
bad; and the band has more then
an Interest In giving back. They ap-
proached the American Cancer
Society (ACS)with a peculiarly great
idea. Through digital downloading
sites, the band would donate their
profit made from their track, "We
Get By."The ACS thought it grand,
liltsall grassroots.
The Internet is such
a cool way to reach
out to people:'
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No.1 USC
shows its
skills in' win
over Tech,
BY TODD HRRMONSoN
The Orange Cuunty Regleter
, LANDOVER,Md. - Panic nearly set in when the sur-
rbundings turned so unfamiliar.
Top-ranked and supposedly unbeatable USC only
trailed by three points at halftime, but that was enough
to scare the Orange Bowl expectations out of some
Trojans who struggled to remember what it was like to
ran behind in a game.
< "Some guys, they were yelling," USC linebacker Matt
Grootegoed said. "They hadn't been in that situation.
With our season last year, a lot of the time we weren't
down." .
, The Trojans mostly romped last season en route
to a share of the national championship and entered
Saturday's opener against VirginiaTech expected to run
over the unranked Hokies.
" USC, however, had to fight harder than was necessary
1110stof the past two seasons and showed that another
title is possible, but not predestined, in a 24-13 victory in
front of 91,665 in the Black Coaches Association Classic
at FedExField.
"Heck yeah, we were
concerned," said USC
coach Pete Carroll,
whose team won its
lOth in a row. "That's a
terrific program. They
were all ready to tear
the roof off this place.
"To live through it
and make it and to get
this win, this is a quality
win because of all that's
gone on to get here."
Carroll, 'of course,
was referring to the off-
the-field chaos' that has
surrounded its program
since it won the Rose
Bowl in January and'
was voted the Associated Press' national champion.
: Since then, one player was arrested and suspended
for pulling a replica gun on fellow students and another
reportedly is the focus of a police investigation into sex-
ual assault allegations.
: Oh, and the Trojans also lost All-America 'receiver
MikeWilliams, tried to get him back through the NCi\&
reinstatement process and found out late last week that
the NCAArejected his request.
: Virginia Tech took a 10-7 halftime lead, sent the parti-
$n crowd into a frenzy and created a lot of uncertainty
if!.the USC locker room. Some younger players turned
critical in an effort to do something to change what was
happening, but Carroll said his veterans took control of
the scene.
~"The leaders of this team wouldn't let that happen:'
ile said.
: "We just had to remember that we're a second-half
t!lam:' said Trojans tailback Reggie Bush, who caught
two of his three touchdown passes in the second half
:md finished with 258 all-purpose yards. "Weknew that
we still had our best football in us."
~They had shown a little of it early when Bush turned a
$ort pass from quarterback Matt Leinart into a 35-yard
tjJUchdown in the first quarter. But the Hokies respond-
ltd with a 35-yard Brandon Pace field goal and a 12-yard
Bryan Randall touchdown pass to flanker Josh Hyman.
:'USC, however, made the defensive adjustments nec-
essary to slow Randall's running game and started to
pick apart the Hokies' defense.
: Leinart, who entered the season as a frontrunner for
$e Heisman Trophy, worked into a second-half rhythm
and took advantage of mismatches that were created
basically wherever the Trojans decided to line up Bush.
The sophomore lined up wide late in the third quar-
ter, got behind the Virginia Tech defense and caught a
53-yard scoring pass from Leinart (19of 29 for 272yards
with three touchdowns and no interceptions).
"He is a guy that turns the ballgame around in a hur-
ry:' said Virginia Tech coach Frank Beamer, whose team
closed the margin to 14-13 with 7:55 to play on Pace's
42-yard field goal.
Bush, however, got loose one more time, and it was all
the Trojans needed to put away the Hokies.
USChas a bye this week and certainly will have some
problem areas to address, but Carroll said he still was
glad he took the game against a tough opponent in a
stadium that proved to be anything but a neutral site.
. "I believe in our football team," Carroll said. "Once
we've been through this, it's a benefit to us. It's a benefit
~ get to this quality win."
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BY TREVDR HORN
, Spurts Wrller
Some players are never able to rise
to the occasion when the bright light
is placed upon on them. Others let
fame get to their heads. However,
tri-captain and pre-season Western
Athletic Conference Defensive Player
of the Year,AndyAvalos, is not one of
these players. He seems to prefer it.
"I welcome it. I always want a
good challenge," Avalossaid. "I know
there's high expectations of myself
and of my defense this year."
Avalos will be leading the way
for the Bronco defense in 2004, the
same defense that went unnoticed
last season due to the Broncos' high-
powered offense. Avalos' defensive
unit may have taken a back seat to
Dinwiddie's offense in the head-
lines last season, even though they
did lead the conference in points al-
lowed at 17.1,but this year the squad
looks to turn some heads with a de-
fensive roster packed with talent.
One of the elements in a good
linebacker is his voice on the field.
Whether it be yelling out changes he
sees from the opposing offense, at-
tack schemes to his teammates, or
words to keep his unit focused, he
needs to be heard.
"Being a linebacker you have to be
very vocal," Avalos said.
Now in his fmal season at Boise
State, Avalos must relay his voice
and the passion he plays with to ev-
eryone on the team, and once again,
he's not backing down.
"As far as a leadership role as a
whole on the team, its a little bit
more responsibility, put at the same
time it's an honor," he added.
Broncos, Head Coach, Dan
Hawkins also chimed in on how easy
it is to have Avalos as a team leader
this year, knowing that he will talk
and back it up.
"Just a very mature guy," Hawkins
said. " He's a very good student. He
does a good job on and off the field.
Plus, he's not afraid to say some
things as well."
Alongwith being named one of the
team captains and the great honor of
the pre-season conference nod, na-
Rnd~ Rualos
Pholoby Slanlsy Dnwller/lh. Arbuer
tional recognition is also being set
on Avalos.
When the prestigious Rotary,
Lombardi Award Watch list, which
nominates the top 54 linemen in
the nation, came out in May,Avalos'
name was on it. And two weeks ago,
the Butkus AwardWatch List was re-
BY JE T'RIME ToYE the half, the score was still 0-0.
Refreshed after the fifteen-minute
halftime, Boise State began to strut
their stuff. They came out strong and
pushed back hard in the second half.
Bronco intensity was high, showing
8 shots taken versus Utah's 5. Three
comer kicks were accumulated on
each side, putting defensive skills to
work. Parker turned in 4 of her saves
in the second half. With nearly 7
minutes left in the game, Freshman
Lisa Balsama volleyed the game-win-
ning goal, being assisted by Molly
McDonald, a sophmore of speed not-
ed for her field vision. McDonald's
comer kick was near perfect, sailing
high and center, enabling Balsama's
eager volley for the only score of the
game. Balsama led the team with 3
shots total in the game.
Balsama was not alone in her ef-
fort. Seniors BreeAnn Milligan and
Kaziah Hill both made two.attempts
to net a goal, which was supported
nicely by freshman Jessica Hobdey's
attempt along with versatile sopho-
more Kristin Hall's two shots.
Coach Lucas was confident in this
mix of upperclassmen and under-
classmen. In response to the ques-
Sports Writer
The Bronco soccer team kicked the
season off right Friday night with a 1-
o victory in the season opener with
theAggies of Utah State. Going into
the game, Head Coach Steve Lucas
described his feelings as he would
toward any first game of the season,
"nerve-racking." Concluding the
game, Lucas can confidently say that
his team is ready to go.
With expectations from WACcon-
ference coaches placing Boise State at
6th, the Broncos started off the season
setting out to prove that youthful exu-
berance is a powerful tool. Witrlesses
to this very fact were easy to locate as
237 fans attended the season opener
in the sunny, 80-degree weather.
The ladie Broncos started off the
game pretty evenly matched with
Utah State. The two teams battled
back and forth keeping fans in sus-
pense. The first half showed only
3 shots taken by Boise State while
the Aggies made 5 attempts. Their
shots, however, were no match for
Sophmore Kim Parker, who ended
the game with 6 saves. By the end of
tion as to whether such a loss of
talent,with the loss of three All-WAC
performers, would make this year
difficult, Lucas replied, "Seniors like
Bernards and Zoellner gave so much
to the team that they are hard to re-
place, but we knew they were leaving
and expected to make adjustments.
Ourreturners came back fit and in
shape which has made things easier,
when you consider the ten freshmen
who are.working on ~etting adapted
to our system ... We have some great
upperclassmen and even some fresh-
man stepping into these roles ... and
we seem to be on target."
Lucas describes his team's goal as
leased. Avalos, along with 64 other
defensive stars from across the na-
tion, found his name on that list that
picks the premier linebacker in col-
lege football each season.
Avaloswas not seen as a Division-
1 product when coming out of high
school. As a linebacker, he was seen
as too short, and even too small for
the position. Times have changed so
much that pro scouts are looking at
the 2003 first team All-WACselec-
tion.
Avaloshas been seen in the weight
room more and more as he pro-
gressed into the player he is now.
"He sets a good example for what
we expect in the weight room,"
Hawkins said.
Avalos' work ethic in the weight
room is what helped transform him
from the questionable player at the
beginning of his college career to a
formidable leader as a linebacker on
, a team that seems to produce one of-
fensive threat after another.
Off the field, Avalos graduated
with a bachelor's degree in Criminal
Justice Administration and is in his
first semester in his graduate pro-
gram.
Over the summer, in order to grad-
uate, Avalos interned with the Ada
County Sheriffs Department.
"I went out on patrol a couple of
times, and even worked with some
of the detectives," Avalos explained.
No player on the team this season
ismore recoghlzable, or likeable than
Avalos. But don't get the guy wrong;
he is all about busting heads on the
field. He has to be.
Avaloshas led the Broncos in tack-
les the last two seasons, and there is
no reason to think he won'~ ready
for a third.
Avalos' leadership will be an im-
portant factor on a team with some
question marks on the offensive side
of the ball.
"The guy has tremendous amount
of pride and just a love for the game,"
Hawkins said.
That love for the game will be
on display this Saturday when the
Bron~~en the season on the blue
turf wi ) -state rival Idaho,
BOise State's Breeanne Milligan
drlvea pest a Portlend Stete
defender In Sunda~s's geme. The
Led~ Broncos defeated Portland
St. 2-D,
hctu by Stanley Drew51at/Thll Arbiter
the same goal they have always had, .
to play in the post season.
"Wehave two seasons this year; one
in September, and one in October. :
The one in October is the one that'
counts," Lucas added.
His team would likely concur.:
These ladies would like to make it'
to the WACTournament, as they all
agree, "That's what it is all aboutl"
The initial victory in the opener'
gives them an early start on accom-
plishing their post -season hopes.
Following Friday's opener, Boise
also faced off with Portland State at ,
home yesterday afternoon. Broncos
were victorioi.is 2-0.
--~.~----_...:_--- ------- -_._------_.- -_.
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ATHENS- Hellas, goodbye.
The Games of the XVIII
Olympiad concluded with the
traditional Closing Ceremonies
on Sunday night. There was the
usual quota of triumphs and dis-
appointments. There were. the
usual doping violations and pro-
tests. The United States won 101
medals, by far the most of any
country, 35 of them gold.
The Americans thus reached
the goal of 100medals set by the
U.S.Olympic Committee.
The biggest winner. however,
was Greece.
There had been a great deal
of skepticism that the organiz-
ers would be able to pull off
this enormous undertaking.
Construction had been delayed.
There were concerns about the
traffic, the heat. the smog. The
Greek public appeared indiffer-
ent, or even hostile, to the idea of
hosting the event.
And there was, of course, the
worry about security. It was natu-
ral to believe terrorists might find
the opportunity to do their dirty
work with. literally, the whole
world watching irresistible .
Well, the venues and build-
ings opened on time. Barely, in
some cases. but on time. Traffic
was manageable. It was hot, but
volunteers at the Irini metro stop
outside the Olympic Stadium
handed out leaflets with helpful
hints on dealing with elements.
The events ran smoothly.
Guards, some armed, were
everywhere but their presence
never seemed oppressive. And
by the time the games opened,
with the bicyclists whizzing
through the city streets, past
vistas like the Acropolis and the
Greek Parliament Building 011
Syntagma Square. the mood was
festive. People spontaneously
broke into dance as music filled
the air and cheered as the com·
petitors passed. regardless of
their nationality or position in
the race.
·The Greeks turned to cheer
wildlyfor their countrymen, wav·
ing powder blue and white flags
and chanting themselves hoarse:
"Hel·las!Hel·las!"
The Games themselves had the
expected assortment of high and
low points.
Michael Phelps had a perfor-
mance for the ages, hauling in six
gold medals and two bronzes. He
didn't surpass Mark Spitz. who
won seven golds at Munich in
1972. He didn't earn the $1 mil·
lion bonus from his sponsors. So
what?Whet he accomplished was
The Boise State volleyball team
wlll host Albertson College in the
season openerWednesdaynight at
7 p.m, at Bronco Gym. This is the
first time in almost a decade that
these two teams have met. The
Broncos finl.shed the 2003 season
with an overall record of 6-24.The
Coyotes of Albertson finished the
2003 season with a second place
flnlsh in the cascade Collegiate
Conference and an overall record
. of 21·10. The Coyotes have lost
seven times against the Broncos
and are eager to get their first win
Wednesday.
liz Mendlola begins her fourth
season as Coyotes head coach
with a career record of 56-37.
Mendlola iost four of her key com-
ponents but is optimistic about
the new recruits. Freshmen Anne
Parker out of Pocatello. Idaho, and
Katie Hogue out of Sparks, Nev.,
wlll join starter Fran Hartman in
the middle to create a solid block-
ing presence for the Coyotes.
Hartman ranked second last sea-
son with 80blocks and 259kills.
Erin Cherrington wlll step it up
for the Coyotes running their of-
fense full time. Cherrington reo
corded 720 assists, 256 digs. and
52 aces in 2003. Annie Branch
out ofVale,Oregon, and Cammie
Basanez out of Elko, Nevada. are
the two young setters that will be
backing Cherrington up this sea-
son.'
The top three returning players
for the Broncos are sophomore
middle blocker Cameron Flunder,
sophomore setter Christina
Melvin. and senior setter Mindy
Bennett. Flunder led the team in
kills with 3.31 and averaged 0.79
blocks per game. Melvin played
in 77 games for the Broncos and
averaged 9.62assists and 1.66digs
as a true freshman. Bennett. who
shared setting starting honors
with Melvin. played in 78 games
Only S-B and lSSr~,FIDrldarsUerneliBrown mak'~,sbig moue
" " . ':;'-'-,-
I 'i."
pound Gainesville native. "I real- ' .defense really shouldn't even be strattigies.
ized there's nothing you can do all that surprising. Even after ex- D~spite all the adversity of his
abo~t,~ertainiliings,inlife;,You-- ...,cen~g.as"aqunrterback in higli:~'.c~f. Brown understands he
GAINESVILLE,Fla. _ He's been just need to go out and play." . scljopl" he actually. joined the can no longer control what peo-
doubted before, so you can save Of cOUrse~he used to think Gators. as a cornerback. But af· pie think. Instead. he can only
your breath. about it. A redshirt junior, Brown teI ~pendlnghis first year on the control himself.
Florida cornerback Vemell used to yrony about his size scout team, he made the move to "1 think it's the position I was
Brown already knows how much when the scale said 143 pounds offenSe; made for," Brown said; "This is
he weighs. You don't need to reo upon his arrival at Florida. Now. Considering Florida's lack of my chance to get back on the
mind him. he simply accepts his role as experience· or depth in the sec- field. It's my chance to help the
And he still remembers the Florida's smallest scholarship ondary, coaches decided it was team."
botched play that has defined his player. time for Brown to make the move ............---- .......--..,-...,
career thus far.You don't need to And that botched play?The one back.
ask him about that, either. that ended the Gators' chances at "I've played· defensive back
At this point, he really doesn't an Outback Bowlvictory two sea· all my life.·and I actually do feel
care. Besides, Brown is too busy sons ago. when Brownwas asked like I'm home now," Brown said.
competing for the starting role at to take a handoff and throw a pass "So it's not necessarily Brown's
cornerback to worry about any- downfield to former qunrterback move to defense that should be
thing else. . RexGrossman. only to have it in· the surprise. It's how quickly he
While the critics have been cal. tercepted. He thought about that managed to· move himself into
culating ,l1owsomeone so small quite a bit, too. one of the top three contenders
could make an impact anywhere But he's moved on. Time for a for two starting roles. Coach Ron
aside from kicking, Brown has fresh stnrt. Time for Brown to be look said he considers Brown.
managed to jump from wide re- the one picking offpasses. Reynaldo Hill and Dee Webb to
ceiver to cornerback and climb "He's competitive, he's hard- all be stnrters heading into the
to the top of the depth chart in .. wor~gand he has a. great at· first week of the season. .
the process all of this since last:, titude, comerbackscoach Dan After playing two seasons WIth-
spring. - ' ': .. :Di~ch said.. :'You ,combine' that in the rotation of wide receivers,
Nobody said he wasn't fast. '.' ;M~someathleticlsm, and he:s Brown al~owill take a better ~-
'Mer my freshman year. I x-~:.gl,)t~ ,chaIlcc:"regardless .of his . derstanding of how the offens.lve
stopped worrying about mFslze~: '... '.. . si?e of the ball wo.rks_allo~g
weight," said the 5.foot-8, 155.· ... :.~Brown's. recent transition to him to better predict opposll1g
BY RI4BER FUGER
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and averaged 5.38 assists and 1.4
digs per game.
. Lastfall the Broncos signed mid-
dle blocker/outside hitter Tiffany
Starring from lind, Washington.
In April freshman outside hitter
Jamie Claussen framePipestone,
Minnesota. signed her .letter Inl-
tiating her college career as a
Bronco. Freshman middle blocker
Gabriela Navarrete fromEI Paso,
Texas, also signed ill.April. Junior
outside hitter Telia Peterson from.
, College Station, Texas, decided to .
finish her college career at Boise.
State as she signed her letter ·of
Intent in April with Claussen and
Navarrete.
"We wanted to recruit 'bigger
.and faster athletes. Along with
improving our athletic ability we
wanted to speed up the tempo
of our offensive system and add
combination to go along with a
faster offense." Sandel said. "The
BY JEFF DRRLINGTON
The Orlendo Sent mel
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GREB:GMAT
Prep Classes
Sept 15 - Nov 10
Wed, 6:00pm - 10:00pm
For More Information Contact:
The Division of Extended Studies
(208) 426-3492
How can I get a job
at MTV?
Get answers. Anytime. Anywhere.
Real-time answers from real librarians
Accurate, up-to-date information
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
And, it's all free!i -
new members wlll bring speed. ThIS vur the Broncos hope
size, and athletic ability:' to lmproue on their 2003 6·2~
The Broncos will have only record With 3 new freshmen
one day of rest after they face off ~h~,~;yU5~~n~;B",",,,/Th.Mil"
with the Coyotes. On' Sept. 3-4
the Broncos wlll host Weber State,
New Mexico State.· anq:Gonzaga
State in the Bronco Invitational. sixth in Big Sky pre-season poll
The Gonzaga State Bulldogs end, ... with 17points. . .
ed the 2003season with an overall ". The New MeXICOState Aggies
record of4.26. Junior setter EmilIe . will be led by their only return-
Gihring is.set to lead the Bulldogs . ing senior Stevi Adams. Adams.
in '04. Gihring'splay was limited .?A, p",~side hitter, led the Aggies
in the first half of the 2003 season inkills In 2003with a total of 442.
due to anoldknee injury. Despite lbe,Aggies went 15-0 in the Sun
the lilIlitcdplaylng time, Giluing . Belt-}';!onference and ended the
finlshedthc season with 700 as- 2003with an overall record of 30-
sists, .. ' 5.The Aggieshave been picked to
The Weber State Wlidcats tin. win their fourth straight confer-
ished the 2003 season with are .. ance.title making them the team
cord of 7-21 and are led by senior to,btlat at the Broncolnvitational.
middle blocker lindsay· Harris As the Broncos prepare for a
who averaged 1.32 blocks per tough week, they remain focused
game for a total 140blocks on the 011 working as a team to get the
~eason. TheWlidcatswere ranked job ~o;ne.
ressure, bOYd
. , rat The l).Sr
women's softbailccoach lost his
wife, Sue•.to a .~~Wnaneurysm
during a team tour iess than two
months before the Games began.
He decided to stay on, twisting; .
his wedding ring during game~
for inspiration. dedicating the
gold medal quest to her. His team
dominated, allowing jus one run.
There was the Iraq soccer
team. literally rising from a bat-
tle-scarred practice field to make
an uniikely run for glory before
losing to Italy, 1·0, in the bronze
medal game.
There was the United States
men's track team. sweeping the
200 and 400 meter dashes and
also taking a gold and. a bronze in
the long jump.
There was the U.S. men's elite
8.man crew setting a world reo
cord in the semifinals then win-
ning the first rowing medal for
this country in 40 years.
There were also disappoint·
ments,
There was the U.S. men's bas-
ketball team, which had almost
two full starting teams worth of,
talent decide to pass up the trip,
being blown out by Puerto Rico,
in its opening game, never really,
finding Itself and finishing third. ;
There was Paul Hamm, who;
thought he had made one of
the most dramatic comebacks'
in gymnastics history to take.
the gold in the men's all-around-
only to find out later that the
judges had miscalculated the.
start value of Korean Yang The.
Young. That led to more than a,
week of acrimony which ended
with low comedy. The Federation·
lntemationale de Gyrrmatlquc,
"suggested" that Hamm return,
his medal and the U.S. Olympic-
Committee res by telling'
the FIGto stu!!' ,.:,
Hamm ~P fidal.bu!;
is shining lfii>m,ent has bee,n ir~'
rePHarallbly~d·'b~· 1 _"HW· ,.. ,.
e as, gpp uy. '.' "'"". ."
Greece had bid for the :1996
Games, the. centerillial of the:
modem Olymp1es.·They went:
to Atlanta lristead and,Sydney::
was the host dtY'fol,'tl'iY~jblater:~
What A~~n~:inheritCd.ilien,.w~
the nm'~dltlon after 9-11. at1i*
time ~. 'Nprld ~ons wetC
high f~the -cridtedStatet
invasion of Iraq. _
Security costs soared past $1.5-
billion. Safety concerns at least"
partly explain the so·so atten-
dance. There are apparently no ..
fum plans for what to do with all
the new construction once the:
athletes depart.
v
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0/ FREE Internet Banking
0/ FREE Online Bill Payment
0/ FREE Email Balance Notifications
0/ FREE Bounce Protection
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Two DAYSOF FUN WITH CLUBS! "
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included.' Contact 860-
6422
Kappa Sigma! Welcome
Back and Good Luck
this Year! Congrats on
the Face Award! - Your
Alumni, '
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'03 Harley Sportster Hug-
ger 883. 100 yr. Ann. 3K
miles. Many extras, low-
ered. $6,200 OBO. Con-
tact 794-8923,
2yr old slde-by-side re-
frigerator w/ice/water
dispensder. $600 2yr old
WID $400/0bo 938-9679
90' HONDA CBR lOOOF
excel. condo new paint,
tires, seat, battery. custom
front & lights. $2,5000bo.
362-9292
94 Bayllner Trophy-21
ft. cutty cabin, porta potty,
fish wells, 150 mere mo-
tor/downriggers $12,500.
Call 376·1131
Appliances for Sale!
WID - $80, Queen size
bed - $75. Contact 426-
0755
Breakfast set-dark oak,
round, wrought iron, 4
chrs., glass table top & 1
bar stool. $600
For Sale by Owner: NW
Boise Zbd/I ba. CIA, fully
fenced yar w/auto sprin-
klers. $112,500 call 938-
9679
King bed, mattress, box
'springs, dresser, mirror,
chest of drawers (4 draw-
ers). $1,000. 376-1131.
Oak dining set-8chairs,
table leaf & hutch $800.
Credenza desk 4 drawers
$100. Oak desk 2 draw-
ers.376-1131
Pentium 2/dual processor,
512 MB, 20GB & 40GB
HDD, DVD-CDR-Wizip
drive 14"monitor, Linex
859-6754 $250/0bo
Queen/King mattress &
box spring $50. Frames
$30. Clint 322-2422 or
Sara 340-0292
1 plus BDR. walk to BSU,
river, downtown. $4501
month. Storage/utilites
3bd11 l/2ba Townhouse
garage, wid hook-up,
$695, $350 dep. 344-
6323 or 424-8216
4Bd/2Ba House Near
BSU. WID included.
$925Imo.867-1494
SMin to anywhere. 3
< bdl2ba. Extremely clean
& quaint. $850+dep. 1012
S.Wilson.43 3-0634/599-
0510
Affordable
Downtown
. Dving
Newly Built
1&2Bedrooms
$515 or $595
• £111\'(110"
• Directly oero ss from II1nro
• 24·Jlour fltnes.J room
• Business Center
• Secured ACCII'.'
iT/it' ~~.Idl, .<.)11
. rllt' 'l\Jd~
336-8787
Medical Office, PT, Ap-
pointment scheduling,
insurance verification,
filing. Will train. Fax re-
sume and letter of interest
to: 898-9433'
We need enthusiastic
Individuals with
excellent verbal skills
to work 20-40
hours per week.
DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE
• Paid training
• caaual Environment
• FlexIble SChedule
$8.001 hour
Please call for
more Information
658·4888
Crossword
Classic 4bd/2ba House
for rent. Next to train de-
pot and BSU. $1100/mo.
Lawn/w/s/t paid. Call
367-1503
e j.t€N
.~s.
Private LivingAreas & Bath
Shared CommonAmenities
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus
Starting at $295/mo.
Montllly Move in
Specials!
Includes all utllili .. , cableJ
HBO, computer lab. Open 7
days a week.
Roommate(s) wanted to
share house. IncludesBR,
private bath/living room.
Shared kitchen, wid. $375
or $630. 343-6154
$250 to $500 a week. Will
train to work at home help-
ing the U.S. Government
file HUDIFHA mortgage
refunds. No experience
necessary. Call toll Free
1-866-537-2907
ACT NOW and tum $20
into $2000 in 30 days.
Call 323-292-9369 Ext.
403
N. End Basement Apart.
for rent. $300/some utili-
ties. separate bedroom wi
bath. Contact Brad 343-
0522
Room for rent m/f 18-23
North end. Own room wi
walk-in closet share baths
DW WID high spd inter-
net. No-smoke inside.
$275850-3226/869-1314
BroncoJobs
4:t.Jflij'i.,mIN91f·U,·.
Looking/or
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
Free job-referral
service
Bolse's Best
Part-time
Job for Students!
UPS
Employment
~',
$8.S0/hr -
No Weekends \
Shifts available
11:00 ·2:30 pm,
10:15 ·2:00 pm,
Information:
On-Campus Call:
426-1747
On the Web:
shopt@ups.com
UPS is an Equal Opportunity,
Affirmative Action Employer.
nJPT Openings
Flexible Schedules
Great Resume Exp.
$12. guar. base·appl.
Customer Sales/Service
No expo Necessary/We Train
Scholarships Possible
10 II 12' 13
7 '(
~ l 0
'CONFRONTATIONAL? What do you MEAN I'm
confrontational? I oughta bust your FACEr
Click BroncoJobs
at http://
career.boisestate.edu
Computer Access? Work
Online from horne, $500-
$1500 pit. Visit: http://
itcanhappen4utoo.net 1-
877-573-2842
Hiring All Positions
Eagle Rib Shack. Stop by
restaurant for app. Any
questions call 938-0008
i-
f( faKty wAit ~e GR4reS '
~ \t:C.]
. -
~ •., ~;<h,Jo 9~1"
' ... So the doctor told us we can't have any kids on
account of the fact that Stan, here, is seedless."
.The LeecIlesat home,
6 7 8
~uarlUB(Jan.20·Feb.18)
'Ioday is a 5 -You're at a plateau, enlightenment-wise, where you can stay for a while. Don't
worry about making more transformations. Polish up what you've achieved.
Pisces CFeb.19-Marcb 20)
Today is an 8-You have a hidden advantage in that you're directly linket:l to the Spirit. This
gives you the ability to come up with amazing ideas. If somebody. asks where you find this
,stUff,tell them you're just a channel. .
t7
ACROSS
1 As well
5 Follow closely
9 Dot lead-in
14 Decelerate
15 "Lohengrin" lady
16 Looks_
everything
17 Alternative to
wallpaper
19 "Unsafe at Any
Speed" author
20 Lacking sense
21 Soprano from
New Zealand
23 Napoleon's
. birthplace
26 Outer edge
27 Kaline and
Jolson
29 Constrict
34 Heavy plaid
jackets
40 Selassie of
Ethiopia
41 Collector's book
42 Ely or Howard
43 Set sights
44 Back of the ship
45 Wet quality
47 Elephant of Dr.
Seuss
49 Utmost degree
50 Arctic sea bird
52 Tape, glue, etc.
58 Tyro
63 Part of DVD
64 In with
65 Cyclades setting
68 From then until
now
69 Piquancy
70 Escritoire
71 Unbelievable
bargain
72 Complacent
73 Pub offerings
DOWN
1 Meat jelly
2 Grassy plain
3 U-boat detector
4 Buck of country
music
5 AT&T part
6 MacGraw of
"Love Story"
7 "_ She Lovely"
8 Pub pint
51 "Lamia" poet
53 Ms. Gardner
54 Singer Ronstadt
55 One Ford
56 Singer Della
57 Saturates
58 DE!ep singer
59 Issue forth
60 Left
61 Quechuan
ruler
62 Paper quantity
66 Wildebeest
67 Easter item
234
14
20
23
41
44
47
64
68
71
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Solutions9 Jipijapa item
10 Algerian port
11 Mother of
Clytemnestra
12 Was certain of
13 Razor choice
18 Hilo garland
22 Reunion group
24 [s qualified to
25 Lookout's
warning
. 28 Begin the
fainting process
30 Drizzle
31 Frozen fog
32 Bullfight bravos
33 Unites
34 AIda sitcom
35 Singing voice
36 Radio
enthusiast
37 Cobaln or
'Russell
38 Mae West film
39 States of
agitation
46 Ship's pronoun
48 Church sister
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (Aug. 30). One of your tasks this yeir is to learn how to work with
a person who seems different from you in every way. "Vive la difference," you'll say,
eventually. It may take a while.
Aries (March 21-AprIl19)
Today is a 5 - It's not a great time to travel, but it is a good time to think about all the
strange experiences you've had in the past few days. You could have an epiphany, and
those are quite fabulous.
Taurus (AprIl20-May 20)
Today is a 9 - Luckily, you have plenty of whatever you need, and it's close at hand, You
might even have enough to share with someone who's doing without. But don't give away
everything,
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 5 - Ifyou can do without a little of something of which you have a lot, you could
benefit a person who never asks for anything. This would be a good deed, which is also a
good investment.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is an 8 -You don't have to tell everything you know or use up all of your supplies,
Keep something in reserve, just in case you need it later.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 5 -You could be easily dazzled by intricate gadgets and gages and get yourself
way into debt. Resist that enticing temptation.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is an 8 - Aperson who's a little wobbly now could use a little support. Enforce the
rules, however, or this person could take more than you've got to give.
libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 5 - Continue to push yourself to complete the project you're working on. Don't
overdo it. Infact, it'll be better if you edit. .
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 10 - A conflict of interests could arise, or you could accidentally accept two
engagements for the same time. Better check your schedule again.
Sagittarius (Nov.22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 5 -There may not be quite as much available as you thought to finish a project
you're working on. Better conserve what you've got.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.19)
Today is an 8 - Postpone an expedition until after you've done a little more planning .
Something you thought you had in abundance turns out to be scarce.
